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Centenary Event News - 22nd October 2021

Dear Austin Seven Enthusiast,

I thought you might like a little update on how things are going with the
bookings for the Centenary Event.

Following the frenzy that accompanied the launch of the online booking system
we have sold out of on-site accommodation; sold out of sports facility tickets;
and sold out of places for road-going Austin Sevens to go up the hill at the
Prescott Festival on the Wednesday. You may of course still attend the Prescott
event as a spectator.

So far as Centenary Event entry tickets and restaurant meals are concerned,
there are still plenty to be had. And there is still a reasonable quantity of
camping pitches available, but...

The number of entry tickets already sold and the ongoing rate of
bookings leave us in no doubt whatsoever that we shall reach capacity in
the not-too-distant-future.

There is also no doubt that we will have at least 1,000 Sevens attending. 
It's all really rather amazing!

I therefore strongly urge you NOT to delay booking your entry tickets and
camping pitches as otherwise you may find yourself disappointed. If you are
talking with other A7 enthusiasts please do let them know the situation.

Click here to go to the BOOKING PROCESS PAGE from which you can access
the programme for the week and the Booking Walkthrough Guide.

A BIG THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

We are immensely grateful to all the organisations and individuals who are
giving their valuable and extremely generous support to the Centenary Event.

They are enabling us to put on this world-class gathering and to offer such
terrific value for money to entrants.

You can see a list of them here on the website.

Kind regards,
Nick Salmon
For The Austin Seven Centenary Organising Team.

Spread the word! Please forward this email on to any other A7 owners
that you know. 

If you have been forwarded this email sign up to the mailing list on our
website.
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